
Humpty Dumpty Hat Crochet Pattern: A
Detailed Guide for Creating a Classic
Character
Prepare to embark on a whimsical adventure as we delve into the
enchanting world of Humpty Dumpty with this comprehensive crochet
pattern. From his iconic shape to his vibrant colors, this hat will transport
you back to the beloved nursery rhyme and bring a touch of childhood
nostalgia to your wardrobe.
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Materials You'll Need

Worsted weight yarn in bright colors (for Humpty's head, shell, and
bow tie)

White worsted weight yarn for Humpty's eyes

Crochet hook in the size recommended for the yarn you choose

Tapestry needle

Scissors

Pattern Instructions

Humpty's Head

1. With the main color yarn, create a magic ring and work 6 single
crochet (sc) stitches into the ring. Close the ring with a slip stitch.

2. Round 2: Increase each stitch by working 2 sc into each stitch (12 sc).
Close the round with a slip stitch.

3. Rounds 3-20: Continue working sc in each stitch around, increasing 6
stitches evenly each round (increase 2 stitches every 6th stitch).

4. Round 21-25: Work sc in each stitch without increasing (54 sc).

Humpty's Shell

1. With the shell color yarn, create a magic ring and work 6 sc stitches
into the ring. Close the ring with a slip stitch.
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2. Round 2: Increase each stitch by working 2 sc into each stitch (12 sc).
Close the round with a slip stitch.

3. Round 3: *Work 1 sc, 1 increase* (18 sc). Close the round with a slip
stitch.

4. Round 4: *Work 2 sc, 1 increase* (24 sc). Close the round with a slip
stitch.

5. Round 5: *Work 3 sc, 1 increase* (30 sc). Close the round with a slip
stitch.

6. Continue working in the same pattern, increasing by 6 stitches evenly
each round until the shell reaches the desired size.

Humpty's Eyes

1. With the white yarn, create two magic rings and work 6 sc stitches into
each ring. Close both rings with slip stitches.

2. Round 2: Increase each stitch by working 2 sc into each stitch (12 sc).
Close the round with a slip stitch.

3. Round 3: Continue working sc in each stitch without increasing (12 sc).
Close the round with a slip stitch.

Humpty's Bow Tie

1. With the main color yarn, chain 25 stitches.

2. Single crochet into the second chain from the hook and each chain
across (24 sc).

3. Fold the strip in half and slip stitch the ends together to form a bow tie.



Assembly

1. Sew the Humpty's shell onto the top of the head.

2. Embroider or glue the eyes onto the face.

3. Attach the bow tie to the front of the hat.

Congratulations! You have successfully crocheted an adorable Humpty
Dumpty hat. Whether you're a seasoned crocheter or a beginner looking for
a fun project, this pattern is sure to bring joy and a touch of whimsy to your
life. So go ahead, embrace your creativity, and let's see what other
enchanting characters you can bring to life with the art of crochet.
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